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TO MY GRANDPARENTS 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the interface between the NOVA 
digital computer and the Texas Instrument tape unit which 
handles field data recorded simultaneously from a maximum 
of 31 channels. The interface is the means through which 
the NOVA computer can control the tape unit and recover 
data. To provide necessary background information a 
review of the characteristics of the tape unit and the 
input-output operation of the NOVA computer are given. 
As the first part of the design, the general interface 
design is presented and the functions of its units are 
described. After discussion of functional assignment of 
each unit, coordination between them is discussed on the 
transfer level so that the Boolean equations describing 
the interface operation can be derived. 
The interface can run the tape transport in forward 
or reverse to find a desired record. It can select the 
data of any specified channel in any desired record from 
some specified point in the record. The flexibility of 
an interrupt system is available for the data processing. 
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The nature of this project is to design an interface 
system between the NOVA computer and the Texas Instrument 
magnetic tape unit, both of which are located in the 
Electrical Engineering Building at the University of 
Missouri - Rolla. The tape unit handles field data re-
corded simultaneously from a maximum of 31 channels. The 
purpose of the system design is to provide a mechanism for 
recovering the data and entering it into the IBM 360/50 
for analysis. The function of the interface is to accept 
tape unit commands from the computer, control the opera-
tion of the tape unit, and selectively transfer data 
recorded on tape to the computer. The interface also 
contains conventional error detection and recovery hard-
ware to insure reliable operation. 
The organization of this paper is divided into three 
major sections. In the first part, a review of the char-
acteristics of the tape unit and the input-output opera-
tion of the NOVA are given. In the second part, the design 
of the interface system in terms of construction and trans-
fer description is presented. In the third part the design 
of a software system coordinated with this interface is 
discussed. 
The references listed in the Bibliography would be 
helpful to the reader in understanding a logic design like 
2 
the design presented in this paper. For a basic background 
in logic design and switching circuit, the reader can refer 
to references 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 which give Boolean 
algebra theory, fundamental logic design and the concepts 
of the combinational circuits, sequential circuits, and 
synchronous asynchronous machines. For the advanced digital 
system design, the computer designs presented in references 
10 and 11 are significant. For information about the design 
languages used to describe the logic design, the reader 
can refer to references 12, 13, and 14. 
Last of all, for the details of this design, the 
USER'S MANUAL3 for this interface, which contains logic 
diagrams and a proposed software system, can be referenced. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DFS TAPE UNIT AND THE NOVA COMPUTER 
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE DFS IN LOCAL OPERATION 
The Texas Instrument Digital Field System (DFS) is 
a unit used to digitize and record multi-channel analog in-
put data with a high degree of accuracy. It is compatible 
with the Texas Instrument 9000 series seismic amplifier 
system. 
1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The DFS digitizes 31 analog channels at 1000 samples 
per second per channel. The binary coded data output is 
recorded on a 21-track digital magnetic tape. The three 
primary modes of the operations are: 
Record Mode (RCM) 
The analog input data is timed multiplexed, sampled, 
digitized and written on the magnetic tape. For each record 
the operator enters a record number, by switches, as the 
address of the record. At present there is no need for the 
NOVA computer to operate the DFS in record mode. 
Search Mode (SRM) 
The magnetic tape is read to locate a previously 
written record. The operator enters the desired record 
number by switches. This record number will be compared 
4 
to the record numbers read from tape by the Timing Address 
unit (T/A). The operator can run the DFS in either forward 
or reverse direction in search mode to find his desired 
record number. When the desired record number is found, 
the T/A unit generates a "PSS" pulse (Playback, Search, 
Stop Pulse) to stop the tape transport. 
Playback Mode (PBM) 
The system reads the magnetic tape, converts the digi-
tal data to analog data form and deroultiplexes the signal 
to individual channels. In playback mode an all l's record 
number is automatically supplied to the T/A unit, there-
fore, the "PSS" pulse will be generated at the end of a 
record to stop the tape transport, because the end-of-data 
is an all l's word. The "PSS" pulse will be inhibited in 
the control from the NOVA. 
2. SPEClFJ·c~T!()NS 
Record Number 
A record number is an address of a record on tape. 
It is a 10 bit word and is also called a start-of-data 
word. 
Block Number 
A block number is an address of a data block in a 
record. Each data block contains data of 31 analog chan-
nels and a block number. In this design the block number 
is considered as data of channel 0, so there are a total 
5 
of 32 channels. The block number is the time in milli-
seconds at which samples were taken. In normal seismic 
use a record contains some 4000 to 5000 blocks. 
Speed 
The DFS tape transport can operate at two speeds 
labeled lMS ~nd 2 MS. At these speeds the time between 
consecutive data words is approximately 32MS or 64MS. 
Since there are 32 channels per data block this means each 
data block takes 1 or 2 milliseconds to read or record. 
Tape Format: Fig. 2-1 and Fig. 2-2 
The reader should note that four types of data are 
distinguished by the bits 0, 1, and B: 
BITO BITl BITB 
1 0 l record number 
0 0 l block number = data of channel 0 
s s 0 data of channels 1-31 
1 .1 l end-of-data. 
In other words 
If 
~ 
BITO.BITl = 1 then the data is a record number 
If BITO.BITB = 1 then the data is a block number 
If BITB = I then the data is data of channels 1-31 
If BITO.BITl.BITB = 1 then the data is an end-of-data word. 
Parity Check: "ODD" Parity Check 
The parity check bit (P) establishes odd parity over 
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Tape Track 10 12 9 1 ~ 7 15 6 16 5 17 4 18 3 1'} 
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 M 9 10 11 12 1 3 
Start -of -Data 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X 
Blank Period 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B1oclc- Word 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X lil X 
Data Word s s s s s X 
M 1 
X X X X X X X X 
I l I I 1 I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Data Word s s s s s X 131 X X X X X X X X 
Block Word 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X 12 
Data Word s s Hl s s s X X X X X X X X X 
I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I r 
Data Word 
s s s s s X #31 X X X X X X X X 
Block #2 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X Word #X 
Data Word s s s s s X X X X X X X X X Nl 
l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
Data Word s s 
# 31 
s s s X X X X X X X X X 
End -of -Data 1 1 1 1 1 1 
#1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
End -of -Data 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
FIGURE 2-2 DETAILED TAPE FORMAT 
l 20 1 21 
14 1~ 16 17 
X X X X 
0 0 0 0 
X X X X 
X X X X 
I I I 
I I I 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
I I I 
I I I 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
I I I 
I I I 
X X X X 
1 1 1 1 





















































1. Bits decrease in 
significance with an 
increase in number. 
2. 111 "=Binary One 
"X"=Binary Variable 
"O"=Binary Zero •s•• 
Sign Bit 
J. •Ferioa aeter-
mineci by C.lock rate 
4. Determinea by 
period between star.t 
and 'lB arri va.l. 
In automatic oper-
ation time as shown. 
.....,J 
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B. INJ?UT-OUTPUT DESCRIPTION OF THE NOVA COMPUTER 
The NOVA computer is a general purpose computer system 
with a 16-bit word length. A memory address is a 15-bit 
word so the maximum capacity of memory is 215 = 32,768 
words. The arithmetic and logical operations are handled 
in 4 accumulators AC¢,AC1, AC2, and AC3. AC2 and AC3 can 
be used as index registers. The input-output descriptions 
of the NOVA computer will be summarized as in the follow-
ing paragraphs. 
The NOVA computer assumes that each peripheral device 
has three registers called A, B, C and four general control 
flip flops called BUSY, DONE, INTDIS (interrupt disable), 
INTREQ (interrupt request) . 
The transfers between any one of the registers A, B, 
C and any one of the accumulators AC¢, ACl, AC2, AC3 can 
be made by executing the instructions DATA OUT A (DOA) , 
DATA IN A (DIA), DATA OUT B (DOB}, DATA IN B (DIB), DATA 
OUT C (DOC), and DATA INC (DIC) 1 . 
The BUSY flip flop, which can be set only by the 
central processor, is the means by which the central proc-
essor can control the setting of DONE. When BUSY is off 
DONE can't be set. 
The DONE flip flop, if BUSY = 1, will be set when the 
device completes an operation and needs to be serviced by 
the central processor. When DONE is set the signal DONE 
9 
will clear BUSY. 
The INTDIS flip flop in the off state represents per-
mission given by the central processor to allow the DONE 
flip flop in the set state to set the INTREQ flip flop to 
raise an interrupt request to the central processor. 
An interrupt request will be honored if the "INTERRUPT 
ON" flag of the central processor is on. When responding 
to an interrupt request, the central processor clears the 
INTERRUPT ON flag to inhibit further requests, puts the 
address of the instruction just following the last executed 
instruction into location 0, and then executes an indirect 
JUMP to location 1 to take the next instruction to execute. 
To determine which devices have raised the interrupt 
requests, the processor can test serially the states of 
the DONE flip flops of the devices or execute the INTERRUPT 
ACKNOWLEDGE instruction (INTA) to place into an accumulator 
the device code of the "first" device on the bus that is 
requesting an interrupt ("first" means the one that is 
physically closest to the processor on the bus) . 
The central processor can specify which devices may 
raise the interrupt request by executing the MASK OUT 
instruction (MSKO) to clear or set the INTDIS flip flops 
of the devices according to an "interrupt mask" contained 
in an accumulator. 
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III. HARDWARE DESIGN 
A. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFACE SYSTEM: REFER 
TO BLOCK DIAGRAM FIG. 3-1 
In this section the functions of every unit in the 
interface will be generally described. The reader will 
see how these functions are carried out in Section D, which 
gives the logic description. The signals which are used in 
the discussion may be looked up in Appendix A. 
1. COMMAND REGISTER 
The COMMAND REGISTER, A¢, Al, •.. A7, is an 8-bit 
register. This register contains a command sent from the 
accumulator. A command has two portions. One portion is 
sent to the DFS to tell the machine whether to operate in 
the search mode (reverse), playback mode (forward) or to 
stop. The second portion is sent to the DONE CIRCUIT to 
tell this circuit what kind of data should be transferred 
into the accumulator--record number, block number, or 
channel data. The second portion also specifies whether 
all 32 channels or only some of them will have their 
data transferred into the accumulator. 
2. NOVA DFS FLIP FLOP 
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operator has to first set a flip flop called "NOVA DFS" by 
depressing a button on the DFS. The NOVA DFS signal will 
enable control signals between the NOVA and the DFS and 
disable any control signals generated by the DFS which can 
interfere with the control from the NOVA. The NOVA DFS 
flip flop can be reset manually by the operator with another 
button on the DFS or reset automatically by an accidental 
stop of the DFS (e.g., the tape is broken, the tape is 
over • . . ) . 
3. DATA RECOGNITION CIRCUIT 
This circuit determines the type of all data sent 
from the DFS to the NOVA to tell the DONE CIRCUIT what 
kind of data is on the DATA LINES (between the NOVA and 
the DFS) and to tell the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER when it must 
shift to stay in synchronism with any channel data coming 
over the DATA LINES. When shifting of the MASK SHIFT 
REGISTER is initiated, the DATA RECOGNITION CIRCUIT also 
initiates the ERROR DETECTION CIRCUIT which checks syn-
chronization between the MASK SHIFT REGISTER and the chan-
nel data coming over the DATA LINES. 
4. MASK-SHIFT REGISTER 
The MASK-SHIFT REGISTER, BC~, BCl, .•• , BC31, is a 
32-bit rotate-right-shift register. This register is com-
posed of two 16-bit registers B(0-15) and C(0-15). The 
13 
MASK-SHIFT REGISTER contains a 32-bit mask sent from the 
NOVA computer. 
When signaled by the DATA RECOGNITION CIRCUIT, the 
MASK-SHIFT REGISTER will rotate-right shift the mask which 
it contains synchroniously with the channel data coming 
over the DATA LINES. Every "mask bit" of the channel will 
in turn be shown to the DONE CIRCUIT from the rightmost 
bit of the register, so that the DONE CIRCUIT will know 
which channels should have their data transferred into the 
NOVA accumulator. The channel which has mask bit 1 is not 
masked; its data will be transferred. However, if the 
second portion of the COMMAND REGISTER has specified that 
all 32 channels should have their data transferred, then 
the mask will not have any effect. 
5. DONE C!RCUIT 
The DONE CIRCUiT consists of the DONE flip flop, the 
BUSY flip flop, the INTDIS flip flop (interrupt disable), 
the INTREQ flip flop (interrupt request) , and a "combina-
tional circuit" 4 • This combinational circuit uses informa-
tion supplied by the DATA RECOGNITION CIRCUIT, the COMMAND 
REGISTER, and the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER to decide whether or 
not the data on the DATA LINES should be received into the 
DATA REGISTER of the interface. 
The DONE flip flop, if BUSY is on, can be set two 
ways: by an ERROR signal sent from the ERROR DETECTION 
14 
CIRCUIT or by the "combinational circuit" when the data on 
the DATA LINES is of the type requested by the COMMAND 
REGISTER and the ~ASK-SHIFT REGISTER. The DONE flip flop 
is set to notify the central processor that the device 
needs to be serviced and if no error occurs the signal 
DONE will gate the data on the DATA LINES into the DATA 
REGISTER. 
The BUSY flip flop, which can be set only by the 
computer, is the means by which the central processor can 
control the setting of DONE. When BUSY is off, DONE can't 
be set, and when DONE is set, BUSY is cleared1 . 
The INTDIS flip flop in the off state represents 
permission given by the central processor to allow the DONE 
flip flop in the set state to set the INTREQ flip flop to 
raise an interrupt request to the central processor. The 
interrupt request will be honored if the "INTERRUPT ON" 
flag of the central processor is on1 • 
In responding to a DONE setting or an interrupt re-
quest the computer is usually programmed to generate a 
start signal called "STRT"1 after transferring the data in 
the DATA REGISTER into the accumulator. The STRT signal 
sets BUSY, clears DONE, and clears INTREQ to make them 
ready for the next data transmission. However, when DONE 
is set by the ERROR signal DONE will be clamped in the on 
state as long as the ERROR signal is on. The signal STRT1 
won't be able to clear DONE in this case. This is the 
difference between a DONE setting caused by the data and 
15 
a DONE setting caused by the ERROR signal. The computer 
can test the state of DONE after generating the STRT 
signal to know whether some system error has occurred. 
6. ERROR DETECTION CIRCUIT 
The ERROR DETECTION CIRCUIT is used to detect the 
following errors: 
LATE Error 
If new data comes to the DATA REGISTER before the old 
data in the register has been transferred into an accumula-
tor, a LATE flip flop will be set to show that the central 
processor is late in responding to the data. The new data 
cannot replace the old data because DONE is still on, and 
LATE is set at the time the new data should have been gated 
into the DATA REGISTER. 
CUT Error 
If the NOVA computer wishes to continue communication 
with the DFS and if for any reason the NOVA DFS flip flop 
has been reset to disable the communication, then the CUT 
flip flop will be set to notify the computer that the com-
munication to the DFS can't be continued. NOVA DFS may 
have been reset because of the operator or because of a 
malfunction in the DFS which caused the machine to stop 
accidentally (see NOVA DFS flip flop). 
IMS Error 
If by some reason (which will be mentioned in the logic 
16 
description of the interface) the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER no 
longer shifts its mask synchronously with the channel data 
coming on the DATA LINES from the DFS, then a flip flop, 
"IMS", will be set to notify the computer that there is 
a loss of synchronization between the shifting of the MASK-
SHIFT REGISTER and the coming of channel data on the DATA 
LINES. 
7. DATA REGISTER 
The DATA .REGISTER, BB¢, BBl, .•. BBlS is a 16-bit 
register which has two functions: 
--when no error occurs the DATA REGISTER receives the 
data selected by the DONE CIRCUIT 
--when an error occurs the data on the DATA LINES will 
be inhibited from entering the DATA REGISTER. If the LATE 
error occurs then the instruction "JUMP .+1" 1 will be 
formed in the DATA REGISTER. If the CUT error occurs then 
the instruction "JUMP .+3" will be formed in the DATA 
REGISTER. If the IMS error occurs the instruction "JUMP 
.+7" will be formed in the DATA REGISTER. After sensing 
an error the computer may transfer JUMP instruction from 
the DATA REGISTER into the accumulator and execute it to 
jump to a particular subroutine which initiates recovery 
from the error. 
17 
8. STATUS REGISTER 
Except for the DONE and BUSY flip flops, all other 
control flip flops in the interface are grouped to form 
the STATUS REGISTER. This 16-bit register, CC~, CCl, ... 
CClS, can have its content transferred into an accumulator 
to supply information necessary to the computer for error 
diagnosis. 
B. SIGNALS BETWEEN THE DFS AND THE INTERFACE (Ref. 2 and 
Diagram 53) 
1. CONTROL SIGNALS 
NOVA DFS 
This signal is the '1' output of the NOVA DFS flip 
flop of the interface. The function of this signal has 
previously been described as the function of the NOVA DFS 
flip flop; however, for the miscellaneous control of the 
signal, the reader can refer to the USER'S MANUAL. 
RUN/STOP 
RUN and STOP are respectively the '1' and '0' out-
puts of the flip flop Al in the COMMAND REGISTER. RUN is 
the second condition (after NOVA DFS) to enable the signals 
SRM and PBM below. STOP, if enabled by NOVA DFS, will 
3 
stop the tape transport of the DFS • 
SRM and PBM are respectively the '1' and '0' outputs 
18 
of the flip flop A2 in the COMMAND REGISTER. PBM is used 
to run the DFS in playback mode with the tape moving for-
ward. SRM is used to run the DFS in search mode. The 
direction selected for this mode is reverse only. Search 
mode in forward was not used because the interface already 
allows forward search in playback mode. 
Each time SRM or PBM is set up to run the DFS in 
search or playback mode, a stop pulse is generated to stop 
the DFS first 3 • Therefore, when the interface is commanded 
to change the DFS from one mode to the other, the DFS will 
always stop first and then about 30MS later it will run 
3 
again in the opposite mode . 
STARTS (distinguish from the start signal of the NOVA) 
This signal is taken from pin 5 of the start relay 
KS003 2 of the DFS. It is high when the DFS is running and 
low when the DFS stops. 
STOPDP 
The stop delay pulse, STOPDP, is generated about 40MS 
3 after the DFS stops • The signals STARTS and STOPDP are 
used to detect an accidental stop of the DFS. 
CLOCK-PES (Parity Error Signal) 
In the logic description of the interface the reader 
will see the functions of these two signals; hereafter the 
generation2 and the timing of these signals will be de-
scribed (refer to the timing diagram Fig. 3-2{b) and the 
tape format for the clock bit (C) Fig. 2-2). Let "t " be 0 
19 
the time at which a word is read from tape so at: 
t 
0 
t + 12MS 
0 
t + 16MS 
b 
t + 28MS 0 
t + 32MS 
0 
a word including the clock bit (C) is read from 
tape to the Read Translator Register (RTR) . 
a pulse, TRR, derived from the clock bit (C) 
is generated to clear the Transfer Register. 
This register will be called the "TRF REGISTER" 
as shown on the logic diagram of the DFS 2 • 
a pulse, "RTR-TRR", derived from the clock 
bit is generated to transfer data from the 
Read Translator Register to the TRF REGISTER. 
a pulse, "RTR", derived from "RTR-TRR" is 
generated to clear the Read Translator Regis-
ter and make it ready for the next word. 
if the word just read into the TRF REGISTER 
has a parity error, the pulse "PES" is gener-
a ted. 
3 CLOCK is generated from the RTR pulse At 
this time another word is read from tape to 
the Read Translator Register if the DFS is 
running at lMS speed. 
20 
WORD READ FROM TAPE 
RTR 
READ TRANSLATOR REGISTER CLEAR SIGNAL 
]RTR-TRR TRANSFER SIGNAL 
l 
TRR 
~----------T-RF---R-E_G_r_s_T-ER------------~ CLEAR SIGNAL 
FIG. 3. 2 (a) : READ TRANSLATOR REGISTER AND TRF REGISTER 
t 32~S 





16 1 RTR 
20 






I I cLOCK L _______ 
*TRFi : bit i of TRF REGISTER, supposed in the on state 
FIG. 3.2(b): TIMING DIAGRAM OF THE SIGNALS CLOCK,PES,TRFi 
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2. DATA LINES: TRFp, TRF1, TRF4, TRFS, ., 
TRF17 I TRFP, TRFB 
The data contained in the TRF REGISTER is sent to the 
interface over 18 lines, TRFO, TRFl, TRF4, TRFS, ••. , 
TRF17, TRFP, TRFB (see tape format Fig. 2-2). 16 bits 
TRF4, TRFS, ••. , TRF17, TRFP, TRFB go to the DATA REGIS-
TER of the interface. TRFO, TRFl, TRFB go to the DATA 
RECOGNITION CIRCUIT to inform the circuit what kind of 
word is on the DATA LINES. The reader should note the 
timing relationship between a bit TRFi and the signals 
CLOCK, PES shown on timing diagram Fig. 3-2(b). 
3. PARITY INFORMATION: PDF¢, • . . 1 PDF7 
On the DFS there are 8 parity display flip flops 
forming a counter which can be switched by the operator 
to count either the parity errors in playback mode or 
the number of overdrive points 2 in playback mode or record 
mode. Overdrive points are recorded as data which have 
value of "-0" or 100 •.• 0 in two's complement binary. 
C. IN-OUT SIGNALS AND IN-OUT INSTRUCTIONS BETWEEN NOVA 
AND THE INTERFACE (Diagram 13 ) 
For convenience of this discussion (refer to Fig. 
3. 3) : 
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Let ACI be the accumulator I of the NOVA with I = 0, 1, 2 
or 3. ACin be bit n of ACI (0-15). 
With the I/0 instructions below, if the instruction affects 
only the DFS interface, the select device signal, SELDFS, 
is generated to direct the other control signals to only 
this interface1 • 
1. DATA-OUT-A INSTRUCTION: "DOA I, DFS" 
This instruction, which generates signal DATOA~ is used 
to transfer a command from an accumulator to the COMMAND 
REGISTER. Three types of transfer are available. When 
this instruction is executed 
If ACI8*ACI9 = 1 then An+ACin with n = 0, 1, 2 .•• and 7 
or A(0-7)+ACI(0-7) 
If ACI8*ACI9 = 1 then An+An +ACin 
If ACI9 = 1 then An+ACin.An 
With the second type of transfer a bit, An, of the COMMAND 
REGISTER will be set if its corresponding bit ACin = 1 and 
An will be unchanged if bit ACin = 0. 
With the third type of transfer a bit, An, of the COMMAND 
REGISTER will be reset if its corresponding bit ACin = 1. 
If ACin = 0, An will be unchanged. 
A~ A7 PDF~ PDF7 BB~ BBlS ee<t> eels BC<t> BClS BC16 BC31 
I 
cor.n.lAND PARITY DATA STATUS ~~SK-SHIFT REGISTER 
REGISTER ERROR REGISTER REGISTER B PART I C PART COUNTER 
~~ Bet> ~~ BlS C<f> J~ ClS 
til Ul Cll ~ f%4 ~ 0 Q 0 
... ... ... 
H H H 
,( ~ u 0 0 0 0 ~~ 0 0 
• 
-0 )I t:J 0 ~1 H )' H H () -.,J -.,J )' )' . . . 
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THE NOVA CO!-iPUTER 
NOTE: I is an index of an accumulator, I = 0, 1, 2 or 3 







Ex. Suppose: Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
AC¢ = 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 X X X X X X 
ACl = 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 X X X X X X 
AC2 = 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 X 1 X X X X X X 
After the sequential executions of the instructions 
DOA 0, DFS; DOA 1, DFS; DOA 2, DFS the COMMAND REGISTER 
will be respectively: 
A = 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 NOTE: 
A = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X means "dodt care" 
A = 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0. 
The second and third type of transfer are convenient to 
change some bits of the COMMAND REGISTER without effecting 
the other bits. 
2. DATA-IN-A .INSTRUCTION: "DIA I, DFS" 
1 This instruction, which generates signal DATIA, per-
forms the transfer below: 
ACI(0-7)+A(0-7) 
ACI(8-15)+PDF(0-7). 
PDF is the parity error counter of the DFS (see Section B). 
3. DATA-OUT-B INSTRUCTION: "DOB I, DFS" 
1 This instruction, which generates signal DATOB ,per-
forms the transfer 
B(0-15)+ACI(0-15) 
B(0-15) is the first part of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER, 
B(0-15) = BC(0-15). 
4 . DATA-OUT-C INSTRUCT! ON .: "DOC I, DFS" 
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1 This instruction, which generates signal DATOC , 
performs the transfer 
C{0-15)+ACI(0-15) 
C(0-15) is the second part of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER, 
C(0-15) = BC(l6-31). 
5. DATA-IN-B INSTRUCTION: "DIB I, DFS" 
This instruction, which generates signal DATIB; 
transfers the content of the DATA REGISTER, BB, or the 
B part of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER into the accumulator. 
When this instruction is executed 
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If A7 = 0 then ACI(0-15)+BB(0-15) 
If A7 = 1 then ACI(0-15)+ B(0-15). 
6. DATA-IN-C INSTRUCT!ON: "DIC I, DFS" 
This instruction, which generates signal DATIC; 
transfers the content of the STATUS REGISTER, CC, or the C 
part of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER. When this instruction is 
executed 
If A7 = 0 then ACI(0-15)+CC(0-15) 
If A7 = 1 then ACI(0-15)+ C(0-15). 
NOTE: Case A7 = 1 is used only for testing the 
MASK-SHIFT REGISTER. During the data 
processing A7 can always remain zero. 
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7. INSTRUCTION "NIOS DFS" 
When executed, this instruction sends the start signal, 
1 STRT, to the interface to perform the following functions: 
--clear DONE flip flop 
--set BUSY flip flop 
--clear INTREQ flip flop 
--clear SPEF flip flop (will be described in Section D) 
--combine with the error signals to form the JUMP 
instruction in the DATA REGISTER (will be described 
in logic description of DATA REGISTER) . 
8. _INSTRUCTION "NIOC DFS" 
When executed, this instruction sends the clear signal, 
CLR; to the interface to clear all the flip flops and 
registers except the flip flops A¢, Al, A2, A3 of the COM-
MAND REGISTER. 
9. INSTRUCTION "NIOP DFS" 
When executed, this instruction sends the special 
signal, IOPLS; to the interface. This signal is used in 
place of clock for: 
--shifting the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER 
--incrementing the synchronization counter (will be 
described 
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--testing the condition to set DONE except for ERROR 
condition. 
These functions are useful for adjusting "improper syn-
chronization"3 between the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER and the 
channel data coming over DATA LINES (between NOVA and DFS). 
In Section D, which gives logic descriptions, the functions 
of this signal can be seen clearly. 
NOTE: The instructions NOIS, NIOC, NIOP can be com-
bined with the non-skip I/O instructions1 DOA, 
DIA, DOB, DID, DOC, DIC. As an example the 
instruction 
"DOES I,DFS" 
will generate the signal STRT "after" the 
transfer from the accumulator I to the B reg-
ister. 
10. INSTRUCTION "IORST" 
This instruction is common for all devices; the select 
device signal SELDFS is not generated here. The instruction 
generates the I/O reset signal, IORsT7 to clear all the 
flip flops and registers of this interface and the control 
flip flops in all other interfaces connected to the bus1 . 
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11. INSTRUCTION "MSKO I" 
This instruction, which generates signal MSKo7 sets or 
clears the INTDIS flip flop of the interface if the bit 
"ACI 10" is 1 or 0 respectively. Generally this instruction 
sets or clears the INTDIS flip flops of all devices accord-
ing to their "interrupt mask bit"1 in the accumulator I. 
The device select signal SELDFS is not generated with this 
instruction. 
D · LOGIC DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFACE SYSTEM 
The logic descriptions in this section will show how 
the functions listed in the previous section of functional 
description are carried out. 
1. COMMAND REGISTER (The reader can refer to Diagram 
33) 
This register has 8 bits; the bit functions are shown 
below: 
A~ Named ON/OFF flip flop. 
A~ = 1: Turns on the ON/OFF indicator on the con-
trol pannel of the DFS to show that the 
NOVA computer still wishes to communicate 
with the DFS. 
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A~ = 1: --Turns off the ON/OFF indicator to show 
that the NOVA no longer needs to communi-
cate with the DFS. 
--Clears the error flip flops LATE, CUT, 
IMS. 
Al Named RUN/STOP flip flop 
RUN=Al=l: enables the signals SRM and PBM below to 
run the tape transport of the DFS 
STOP=Al=l: if enabled by NOVA DFS, stops the tape 
transport. 
A2 Named SRM/PBM flip flop 
SRM=A2=1: if enabled by NOVA DFS and RUN the DFS 
will operate in search mode 
PBM=A2=1 
A3 
A3 = 1: 
A3 = 1: 
if enabled by NOVA DFS and RUN the DFS 
will operate in playback mode 
some channels are masked so that their data 
will not be entered into the interface 
DATA REGISTER. The NOVA accumulator can 
therefore never receive these data. A 
channel whose mask bit contained in the 
MASK-SHIFT REGISTER is zero is masked 
no channel is masked. The mask contained 
in the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER has no effect. 
A4 
A4 = 1: 
A4 = 0: 
AS 
AS = 1: 
AS = 0: 
A6 
A6 = 1: 
A6 = 0: 
A7 
A7 = 1: 
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The computer requests the record numbers 
The computer doesn't request the record 
numbers. 
AS has no effect if A6 = 1 
if A6 = 0 the computer requests the block 
numbers 
if A6 = 0 the computer doesn't request the 
block numbers. 
The computer requests the data of the un-
masked channels (including channel 0) and 
the end of data words (actually the inter-
face will need only one word) . AS has no 
effect. 
if AS = 0 the computer doesn't request data 
of any channel 
if AS = 1 the computer requests only the 
block numbers (among 32 channels) 
The instructions "DIB I, DFS" 
"DIC I, DFS" 
are used for the registers B and C of the 
A7 = 0: 
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32 bit MASK-SHIFT REGISTER, BC [B(0-15) = 
BC(0-15), C(0-15) = BC(l6-31)]. 
The instructions "DIB I, DFS" 
"DIC I, DFS" 
are used for the DATA REGISTER, BB, and 
the STATUS REGISTER, CC, respectively 
(see Section C about I/0 instructions) • 
2. NOVA DFS Flip Flop (Diagram 4 3) 
This flip flop can be set and reset manually with two 
buttons on the DFS. However, 
if RUN*STARTS*STOPDP = 1 then NOVA DFS+O. 
This logic statement shows that the flip flop can also be 
reset by an accidental stop of the DFS. RUN = 1 shows that 
the NOVA wishes to run the DFS but STARS = 0 indicates that 
the DFS has stopped. The term STOPDP is used to distin-
guish an accidental stop from the case when the NOVA changes 
the tape transport direction and the DFS has to stop for 
some time before running aqain with opposite mode. For 
this case, the condition RUN*STARTS = 1 also exists but 
the time for which the DFS stops is shorter than the delay 
of the STOPDP signal, so the condition RUN*STARTS*STOPDP=l 
therefore does not exist (see description of STOPDP and 
SRM/PBM in Section B). 
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3. DATA RECOGNITION CIRCUIT (refer to the tape format 
Fig. 2-1 and Fig. 2-2) 
SDF flip flop (Diagram 43) 
SDF+SDF•CLOCK + TRFl•TRF~·CLOCK . 
This start of data flip flop is set in the start of 
data section to inform the programmer when the record 
numbers are available on the DATA LINES (between NOVA and 
DFS). 
DATA flip flop (Diagram 43) 
This flip flop can be set only in playback mode and 
it is set during the whole DATA SECTION (see Fig. 2-1) to 
inform the DONE CIRCUIT, the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER and the 
ERROR DETECTION CIRCUIT when the channel data are available 
on the DATA LINES. 
If A2•TRF¢•TRFB = 1 then DATA+l 
If A2+TRF¢•TRFl•TRFB = 1 then DATA+O. 
EDF flip flop (Diagram 43) 
This flip flop is set in the end-of-data section to 
inform the programmer when the record ends. 
EDF+EDF•CLOCK+TRF¢•TRFl•TRFB•CLOCK. 
NOTE: The clear signal, CLR, and the I/O reset 
signal, IORST,can clear the SDF, DATA, EDF 
flip flops but for the simplicity these two 
signals were not presented in the logic 
statements. A complete logic statement 
should be as follows: 
EDF+(EDF.CLOCK + TRFl.TRFB.CLOCK)IORST.CLR.SELDFS'. 
However the ~reader can refer to the Section 
C for the functions of these signals, CLR 
and IORST. 
SD Signal (Diagram 43 ) 
SD = TRF~.TRFl. 
This signal is on when a start of data 
(record number) is available on the DATA 
LINES. 
BL Signal (Diagram 4 3 ) 
BL = TRFB.DATA. 
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This signal is on when a block number is 
available on the DATA LINES (in playback mode 
only) • 
ED Signal 
ED = TRFO•TRFI•TRFB. 
This signal is on when an end of data is 
available on the DATA LINES. 
4. MASK-SHIFT REGISTER (Diagram 23 ) 
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This register contains a 32 bit mask sent from the 
accumulator. If MSKn is the mask bit of channel n then 
the meaning of each bit in the mask will be determined as 
follows: 
If A3·MSKn = 1 then the channel n is masked 
If A3·MSKn + A3 = MSKn + A3 = 1 then the channel 
n is not masked 
Fig. 3-4(a) shows the initial content of the MASK-
SHIFT REGISTER 
F.ig. 3-4 (b) shows the content of the MASK-SHIFT 
REGISTER after one rotate right 
shift. 
BC<f> 1 2 29 30 31 
I ~iK I~K IMSK . . . IM~K IM~K IM~K 29 
(a) 
BC<f> 1 2 29 30 31 
I MSK 
<P 
IMSK 31 IMSK 30 . . . IM~K IM~K IM~K 
(b) 
Fig. 3-4 (a): Initial Content of MASK-SHIFT REGISTER 
(the mask is not yet shifted) 
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(b) : Content of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER after 
one shift 
The shifting of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER is shown by 
the logic statement below: 
If DATA.CLOCK+IOPLS.SELDFS = 1 then BC(n+l modulo 32)+BCn 
n=O,l,2, .•• ,30 and 31. 
That is, when the "if condition" is satisfied these trans-





The following things are noted from the if statement 
above: 
--The shifts are performed only in the DATA SECTION 
and only during playback mode. When data of channel 
0 comes on the DATA LINES mask bit "MSK¢" is al-
ready at the rightmost bit, BC31, of the MASK-SHIFT 
REGISTER. The DATA flip flop is set at this time to 
enable the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER. The coming CLOCK 
will make the first shift to bring the mask bit 
"MSKl" to BC31, so that when the data of channel 1 
comes on the DATA LINES its mask bit, MSKl, is al-
ready at the rightmost bit, BC31, of the MASK-
SHIFT REGISTER. When the data of the channel 31 
comes on the data lines its mask bit, MSK31, is 
already at BC31 and the next CLOCK will bring 
mask bit MSK¢ back to BC31. If after channel 31 
an end~of-data comes on the DATA LINES, the DATA 
flip flop will be reset and the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER 
no longer shifts so it has the original content 
again. 
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--The computer, by executing the instruction "NIOP DFS" 
(to generate signal IOPLS to this device) can also 
cause the shifts. 
5. DONE CIRCUIT (Diagram 13) 
In this section only the logic description of the 
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DONE flip flop is presented. The logic descriptions of 
the BUSY, INTDIS, INTREQ flip flops are just the same as 
the other peripheral devices and can be looked up in the NOVA 
1 
manual • The reader can refer to Section III.A.S for the 
functions of these flip flops. 
The conditions to set and reset DONE are as follows: 
Let ND = A4.SD + AS.A6.BL + A6[(A3+BC31) DATA+ ED] (1) 
Let CK = CLOCK + IOPLS.SELDFS 
Let CLIO = CLR.SELDFS + IORST. Then: 
DONE+[(DONE+BUSY.ND.CK)STRT + BUSY.ERROR]CLIO. (2) 
The equation (1) defines a Necessary Data signal, ND, 
which is on when the DATA LINES have data requested by the 
computer. 
The statement (2) shows the following things: 
--If BUSY = 1, DONE can be set by the Necessary Data 
signal or by the ERROR signal. If set by the ND, it 
will be set at the time the CLOCK comes or the signal 
IOPLS is generated. The IOPLS signal is used in 
place of CLOCK in some special case for testing, 
diagnosis ••. etc. 
--DONE will be cleared when the IORST signal is 
generated or when the CLR signal is sent to this 
device. 
--If no error has occurred, DONE will be cleared 
when the STRT signal is sent to this device. If 
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some error has occurred, when the STRT signal is 
sent to this device the BUSY flip flop will be set, 
the ERROR signal is therefore enables to set DONE. 
In the last case the STRT signal cannot clear DONE 
and this provides the means by which a program can 
check for errors. 
6. ERROR DETECTION CIRCUIT . (Diagram 43 ) 
LATE Flip Flop 
This flip flop is set when the LATE error defined at 
Section III.A is detected. 
LATE+(LATE+ND·DONE·CLOCK)A~·CLR•SELDFS·IORST. 
The statement shows that the signals A¢, IORST and CLR (to 
this device) can clear this flip flop. 
CUT Flip Flop 
This flip flop is set when the CUT error defined at 
Section lii·A is detected. 
CUT+[CUT+ON(NOVA DFS) t)]A¢·CLR·SELDFS•IORST. 
NOTE: The notation (NOVA DFS t) denotes the signal 
NOVA DFS considered only at the leading edge, 
after it (NOVA DFS t) = 0 even though NOVA DFS 
= 1. In other words whenever the signal NOVA DFS 
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goes up the logic 1 of (NOVA DFS t) exists. 
Otherwise (NOVA DFS t) = 0. 
Equally well the trailing edge of a signal 
can be defined with a notation as (NOVA DFS ~), 
and obviously the equation (NOVA DFS ~) = 
(NOVA DFS t) is true. 
IMS Flip Flop 
This flip flop is set when an "Improper Synchronization" 
between the shifting of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER and the 
coming of channel data on the DATA LINES is detected. 
IMS+[IMS+(S$+Sl+S2+S3+S4) (BLt)]A$.CLR.SELDFS.IORST 
with: 
-(BLt) is the signal BL considered only at its leading 
edge 
-S$, Sl, S2, S3, and S4 are the states of 5 bits of the 
synchronization counter S defined as below. 
Synchronization Counter, S (Diagram 43 ) 
The synchr~nization counter, S, is a 5 bit counter 
which counts modulo 32. 
If DATA = 0 S+O 
If DATA.CLOCK = 1 S count 1. 
The reader should note these things: 
--Any time the content of s is n the mask bit at the 
rightmost bit of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER, BC31, 
must be MSKn, mask bit of channel n. 
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--If working properly, whenever a block number comes 
on the DATA LINES the mask bit MSK~ must already 
be at BC31. In other words, whenever the signal BL 
goes up, the content of the counter S must be zero, 
or alse there is improper synchronization between 
the shifting of the MASK-SHIFT REGISTER and the 
coming of channel data on the DATA LINES. Flip flop 
IMS will be set to indicate this error. The reason 
for improper synchronization could be parity errors 
which cause the DATA flip flop to be improperly set, 
followed by improper shifting of the MASK-SHIFT 
REGISTER. Another reason might be noise which 
causes an extra CLOCK signal to be generated on the 
CLOCK line from the DFS to the NOVA. (A missing 
CLOCK signal caused by improper reading of the clock 
bit will also cause an error since the MASK-SHIFT 
REGISTER will not be shifted for that word.) 
ERROR Signal 
The signal, ERROR, which was used several times in the 
previous sections is defined by: 
ERROR = LATE + CUT + IMS. 
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7. DATA REGISTER (Diagram 43) 
When the DONE CIRCUIT recognizes that the data on the 
DATA LINES is one of the data types requested by the comput-
er, it will set the DONE flip flop at the appropriate CLOCK 
time (see DONE CIRCUIT). The DONE signal, when going up 
and if no error occurs, gates the data on the DATA LINES 
into the DATA REGISTER. So, 
If ERROR. (DONEt) = 1 then BB(0-13)+TRF(4-17) 
BB14 +TRFP 
BB15 +TRFB. 
When an error has occurred the STRT signal sent to 
this device will clear the DATA REGISTER (remember the 
STRT signal also sets BUSY). So, 
If ERROR.STRT.SELDFS = 1 then BB(0-15)+0. 
However, depending on what error has occurred, some 
flip flops in this register will be set again, just after 
they are cleared. 
If ERROR.BUSY = 1 then BB7+1 BBlS+-1 (1) 
If (CUT+IMS)BUSY = 1 then BB14+-l (2) 
If IMS.BUSY = 1 then BB13+1. (3) 
The reader should note these things: 
--if the IMS error has occurred then (1) ' ( 2) , (3) 
are well satisfied so the content of the DATA 
REGISTER, after the generating of STRT, will be 
0000000100000111 = JUMP.+71 
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--If the CUT error has occurred {IMS hasn't) then 
only (1) and (2) are satisfied, and the content of 
the DATA REGISTER will be 0000000100000011 = 
JUMP.+31 
--If only the LATE error has occurred then only (1) 
is satisfied, so the content of the DATA REGISTER 
will be the instruction JUM.+l which has the binary 
value 0000000100000001 
--The forming of a JUMP instruction in the DATA 
REGISTER can't be made if the last necessary data 
in this register hasn't been responded or hasn't 
been transferred into the accumulator {because the 
BUSY flip flop, which was reset by last setting of 
DONE, is still off. The STRT signal generated in 
responding to a setting of DONE to clear DONE set 
BUSY, is usually generated after the transfer of 
the data from the device to an accumulator1 ). 
9. STA'!U~ REGlSTE.R (Diagram 43) 
The STATUS REGISTE-R is composed of all the control 
flip flops of the interface, except DONE and BUSY. The 
position of every flip flop in this register is shown 
below: 
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CC¢ = EDF 
CCl = SDF 
CC2 = DATA 
CC3 = Scp 
CC4 = Sl 
ccs = S2 
CC6 = S3 
CC7 = S4 
CC8 = NOVADFS 







where PEF and SPEF are respectively the "parity error flip 
flop" and the "synchronous parity error flip flop". Their 
description are shown below: 
PEF flip flop 
PEF~(PES+PEF.CLOCK)CLR.SELDFS.IORST 
This flip flop is used to record the parity error signal, 
PES, which is generated 16MS after the data word comes on 
the DATA LINES if this data has a parity error (refer to 
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Fig. 3-2). 4MS after the PES signal the CLOCK will come to 
transfer the state of PEF to the SPEF flip flop and clear 
the PEF flip flop, making it ready for new data. 
SPEF flip flop 
SPEF+(SPEF+PEF.ND.CLOCK)STRT.SELDFS.CLR.SELDFS.IORST. 
The reader should note that: 
--the transfer from the PEF to the SPEF is conditional, 
no transfer can be made when the SPEF hasn't been 
cleared or when the data on the DATA LINES is not 
data requested by the computer (ND=O) 
--with no error, whenever the DATA REGISTER receives 
data from the DATA LINES, SPEF receives the parity 
information of this data from PEF. Whenever the 
DONE flip flop is cleared by a computer program 
responding to the data (STRT is generated) SPEF 
is also cleared. These observations show that the 
parity information of the selected data is always 
kept with the data at the SPEF flip flop. 
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IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN 
In this section the software system presented in block 
diagram 4-1 will be described. This system transfers data 
from the DFS tape unit to the NOVA computer and then trans-
mits stored data to the IBM 360/50. The main body of the 
system, which consists of the subroutines outlined by the 
solid line in Fig. 4-1 is contained in the USER MANUAL3 . 
The reader can refer to that manual for details. The sub-
routines outlined by the dashed line are somewhat dependent 
on the user's exact requirements and are left to the user 
to accomplish. They will be discussed in Section B however. 
A. OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION (refer to block diagram 4-1) 
The operation of the software system will be described 
block-by-block as follows: 
SUB 1. This subroutine performs the miscellaneous functions 
like: clear the device, start the device (clear 
DONE set BUSY), send the command word in location 
COMD to the command register, and send two part of 
mask B and C in location MSKB, MSKC to the mask 
shift register (see specification block) • 
SUB 2: After receiving the command word the command 
register will decode this word into the control 
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M(AFTR) SUB 1 
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JUMP @ AFTR 
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LEGEND 
E:J STANDARD PACKAGE 
,, 
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~ ~ USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE 
* SUBROUTINE NEEDS INFORMA-
TION FROM SPECIFICATION 
TABLE 
SUB 14 
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will be disabled if the NOVA DFS is not set, 
meaning the DFS is not available for communication. 
The function of this subroutine is to determine 
the state of the NOVA DFS flip flop by testing bit 
8 of the status word transferred from the status 
register. If this bit is zero, it means communica-
tion to the DFS is not available. In this case the 
computer will perform the function specified by 
specification 1, which will be discussed in Section 
B. 
SUB 3: In this subroutine the specified record number, 
SRC, and the specified block number, SBL, are given 
in the locations RC and BL. Only data after SBL in 
the specified record of SRC will be loaded. To start 
searching for SRC the computer sets A4=1, A5=A6=A7=0 
so that only record numbers can set the DONE flip 
flop to call the processor. The specified record 
number, SRC, can be zero or non-zero. If zero it 
means the first record on tape will be identified 
(there is no zero record number on tape) • When 
SRC = 0 the computer will fill location RC with the 
first record number encountered, then search for 
the specified block number, SBL. If SRC ~ 0 the 
computer, after comparing SRC to the record number 
first encountered, say FRC, will decide which mode 
(forward or reverse) to operate the tape transport 
to find SRC on tape (the record numbers on tape 
increase in forward direction) . 
If FRC < SRC it resets A2 to operate the DFS in 
playback mode (forward). 
If FRC > SRC it sets A2 to operate the DFS in 
search mode (reverse) • 
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All record numbers received are serially compared 
to SRC until this number is found. After the 
specified record number has been found the computer 
begins to search for the specified block number, 
SBL. It sets A2 = 0 to run the DFS in the playback 
mode, A4 = 0 AS = 1 A6=A7=0 so that only the block 
number can set the DONE flip flop to call the 
processor. All the block numbers received are 
compared to SBL until this number is found. 
SUB 4: After the specified record and block numbers have 
been found, the computer sets A6 = 1 to enable un-
masked channel data to set the DONE flip flop. 
Channel 0 is one of the unmasked channels because 
the computer needs to update the block numbers. A 
location K, which will be zero every time a block 
number is received, is set to k at this time. k is 
the number of unmasked channels excluding channel 0 
and will be decremented by one each time a field of 
data is received. 
SUB 5: In this subroutine the computer does nothing more 
than wait to respond to data. When the requested 
data comes in, the DONE flip flop is set. In respond-
ing to DONE = 1 the processor, after transferring the 
so 
data and its corresponding status word in, generates 
a signal, STRT, to clear DONE making it ready for 
the next data. The status word is temporarily 
stored in location CC for further reference. 
SUB 6: After generating signal STRT in SUB 5 the computer 
tests the state of the DONE flip flop again. If 
it is still on, this means some error has occurred 
and the processor then jumps to SUB 7. Otherwise 
it jumps to SUB 8. 
SUB 7: To determine which error has occurred the computer 
transfers in the jump instruction formed in the data 
register and executes it to jump to the individual 
subroutine which initiates recovery from the error. 
If the LATE error has occurred the computer will 
perform the function specified by specification 2 
(all specifications will be mentioned in Section 
B). A similar operation occurs with the other 
errors. 
SUB 8: No error has occurred and the computer tests bit 0 
of the status word, which represents the state of 
EDF flip flop, to know whether the data just re-
ceived in SUB 5 is an end of data word or not. If 
Bit 0 = 1, EDF = 1, the word is an end of data and 
the record is finished. To know what to do next 
the computer will refer to specification 5. 
SUB 9: This subroutine tests whether the data is a block 
number or not. If K = 0 the data is a block number 
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and the computer records this new block number as 
the number after next block to be loaded. If 
K ~ 0 the data is a field data word and the program 
proceeds to SUB 10. 
SUB 10: In this subroutine the field data are sequentially 
stored in the memory from the location whose address 
is specified by location FDT, and the updated address 
of the latest data is recorded in location LDT. The 
computer also records the parity error information 
of the data. The addresses of data having parity 
errors are sequentially recorded in the locations 
pointed to by location FPE. Location LPE is used 
to contain the address of the location recording the 
address of the latest data having parity error 
(see Section B description of these locations) • 
SUB 11: This subroutine tests whether the memory is full 
or not. If full it goes to SUB 12 and if not it 
jumps back to SUB 5 to continue loading data, 
after decrementing location K by 1. 
SUB 12: When the memory is full the computer resets Al=O 
to stop the DFS, puts the record number of the pres-
ent record into location RC and puts the latest 
block number into location BL. These numbers will 
be the specified record and block number for the 
next loading. All the data stored after this 
block number are deleted by correcting the 




Finally it puts address "SUB 1" into location 
This location is used to specify where the 
processor will jump to after transmitting data to 
IBM 360/50. 
SUB 13: This subroutine does nothing more than transmit 
data stored in the NOVA to the IBM 360/50. It 
refers to the locations FDT and LDT for the range 
of data stored and locations FPE and LPE for the 
range of parity error information of these data. 
After transmitting all data to the IBM 360/50, 
the NOVA executes the instruction JUMP @ AFTR 
to know what to do next. If the loading has not 
been finished, address "SUB 1" was put in location 
AFTR by SUB 12, then the computer will jump back 
to continue loading data with the necessary record 
and block numbers already available in the loca-
tions RC and BL. 
B. SPECIFICATIONS 
All the specifications are contained in the locations 
described below: 
1. LOCATION RC 
To load data of any record the user should give the 
computer the record number of this record in LOCATION RC. 
The record number specified can be zero or non-zero. If 
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non-zero the computer will search for the record number on 
tape matching the specified number. If zero it takes the 
record number first encountered on tape as the desired 
record. This specification is permitted because there is 
never a zero record on tape. 
2. LOCATION BL 
This location contains the specified block number, 
SBL, which the computer has to search for in the specified 
record. A zero SBL has a similar meaning to the non-zero 
SBL and is the first block number of the record (see tape 
format} • 
3. LOCATION COMD 
This location contains the command sent to the COMMAND 
REGISTER at the beginning of operation. The first command 
given by the user should have the format below: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Bit 2 Bit 3 depends on the application (see meaning of A2, 
A3) 
Bit 10 to 15 are "don't care" 
Bit 8 = Bit 9 = 0 for normal transfer (see description of 
DATA-OUT-A instruction) 
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Bit 4 = Bit 5 = Bit 6 = Bit 7 = 0 so that no type of data 
has been requested, the computer will decide which 
type to request later on. 
Bit 0 = 1 to indicate "ON" 
Bit 1 = 1 to run the DFS. 
4. LOCATION MSKB AND MSKC 
LOCATION MSKB contains part B of mask {Channel 0 to 
15) and LOCATION MSKC contains part C of mask {Channel 16 
to 31). The unmasked channels must have their mask bits 
1. For instance suppose all channels are masked except 
channel 0, 13 and 15 then 
M{MSKB) = 1000000000000101 
M(MSKC) = 0000000000000000 
NOTE: M{X) is read "the content of location 
X". 
5. LOCATIONS FDT, LDT, FPE, LPE 
These locations supply the necessary information to 
the transmitting subroutine, SUB 13, with: 
M(FDT) = address of the first location of the table con-
taining data 
M(LDT) = address of the last location of the table con-
taining data 
M(FPE) = address of the first location of the table 
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containing address of data with parity errors 
M(LPE) = address of the last location of the table con-
taining address of data with parity errors. 
EXAMPLE: 
This means: 
M(FDT) = 1000 
M(LDT) = 3000 
M(FPE) = 100 
M(LPE) = 103 
M{lOO) = 1500 
M(lOl) = 1700 
M{l02) = 1701 
M(l03) = 1702. 
a--2000 8 data words have been stored from location 1000 to 
location 3000 
b--4 data words have parity errors, their addresses are 
stored from location 100 to location 103 and their 
addresses are 1500, 1700, 1701, 1702. 
6. LOCATION SPCF1T05 
This location contains the specifications 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5 combined together into a single word. The format of 
this word will be shown below. The way to set the specifica-
tions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 presented here is just an approach 
proposed to the user. The user should improve these things 
for his specific application. 
The specifications 1 to 5 are nothing but the orders 
given by the user to tell the computer what to do if the 
corresponding case shown on the diagram happens. 
sp·ecification 1 
When the communication between the NOVA and the DFS 
is not available, the user might want to tell the computer 
to wait, halt or do other tasks • . These desires might be 
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v~ried from one time to another. To save the user from 
changing his program for each case, all subroutines used 
e~r all possible applications must always be available in 
~he computer. Each time he changes his mind he need only 
4ive a specific code to tell the computer what he wants 
when this case, the communication to the DFS is not avail-
~ble, happens. The computer will test his code to jump to 
~he proper subroutines. 
S.Eecification 2, 3, 4 
Similary to specification 1, the possible orders of 
~he user in the case of each error might be: start the 
operation over, continue loading data, recover from the 
e:rror, etc. 
S_£ecifica·tioh 5 
Similarly to specification 1, the possible user's 
orders when the end of a record is reached might be: stop 
loading, continue loading data of the next record on tape 
or th~ next record in a given sequence of records, etc. 
1\ code with the format below can be used to specify 
a11 the specifications above: 
SPCFS 
Bit 11 12 13 1 
'l'bis tormat gives 22 = 4 codes to specify specification 
24 
= 16 codes to specify specification 
22 
= 4 codes to specify specification 
24 






= 16 codes to specify specification s. 
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V. SUMMARY 
It is worthwhile to review some main characteristics 
of the interface system and consider some problems which 
the user must face in the data processing. 
The hardware system handles the major part of the 
data recovery. With an 8 bit COMMAND REGISTER the computer 
can give 2 8 possible commands to the interface. The inter-
face controls the tape transport, recognizes the data coming 
in, selects the data requested by the computer, detects 
errors, and calls the central processor when the requested 
data comes in or when an error has occurred. The computer 
usually does nothing more than transfer the data in, 
store it, or make a decision for recovery from some error. 
Since the hardware system performs most of the tasks, 
this shortens the length of the program and saves time of 
program execution. The computer, therefore, can reserve 
more locations for data buffers and always get ready in 
time to respond to new data. 
The Interface system can be diagnosed easily by the 
computer. The computer at any time can acknowledge the 
states of all the flip flops (including the registers) of 
the interface. A 16 bit STATUS REGISTER can always report 
to the computer the necessary information about the current 
status of the data and the interface. This would help the 
computer to make the precise decisions for correcting some 
problem. 
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Two main problems in this data processing which the 
user must consider are the execution time of subroutines 
in the software system and parity errors. The execution 
time of several subroutines should not be . so long that the 
computer will be late in responding to the data. After 
sensing incoming data, the computer can be programmed to 
transfer the data in, test for errors, test end of data, 
record parity error information of the data, store the data 
into the memory and then come back to wait for more data. 
The total time for this should be less than 32MS if two 
consecutive channels can have their data stored, and if the 
tape transport selects the HI SPEED. (In LOW SPEED time 
between two consecutive words is 64MS.) This condition 
is .satisfied with the subroutine proposed in the USER'S 
MANUAL3 which takes care of the things just listed. 
Regarding parity errors, normally the DFS tape unit 
can supply data with very few parity errors, typically 5 
or 6 errors per record. Therefore, it is usually not a 
big problem. However, if in some unexpected cases there are 
so many parity errors that the interface can misinterpret 
the data and control information, the programmer may need 
a subroutine to check the data received by the interface 
to be sure that the data received is one of the type re-
quested by the computer. In any case, a good software 
system coordinated with the hardware system will handle 
the data processing efficiently. The software system 
presented in the USER'S MANUAL3 is available to support 
the hardware system for a continuous loading and trans-
mitting data from the DFS, through the NOVA, to the IBM 
360/50. All what the user usually needs to do is to 
supply the NOVA enough information about data which he 
wants to transfer. This information was mentioned as 
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